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SPREM1 PROE
HI-IE unquestioned supremacy of the Victrola over all other makes of talking machines was
proven to us by the magnificent sale of instruments preceding the Christmas holidays. In

spite of the preparations we had made to meet large demands, our stock was practically sold outfor the Christmas trade and the requests of a number of anxious buyers could not be met. How-
ever, we have ordered a number of machines sent out by express and these will be ready for de-

livery as soon as the factory can. turn them out and make delivery.

Proof of Victor Supremacy
A number of very important facts point to the superiority of the Victor over all other machines.
1st. The Victor is the out-standing choice for schools and churches. They are made use of

m these institutions for instruction and entertainment.
2nd. They are the most prominent instruments found in the camps of the army. See them

Hi tue x . ivi. .. A. nuts as well as in the mess halls and tents of the boys themselves.
3rd. Note the unparallelled demand for them in the homes of the people. No other make ofmachine can possibly be found that is anywhere near as popular or as numerous as the Victor is inthe homes of the people.
4th. Observe the popularity of the Victor in the hotels, in the swell cafes, and in all amue-

ment places. The Victor fulfills a want here that others cannot fill.

Why Victor Supremacy
Victor supreracy is based on the merit of the Victor product. The mechanical and artisticperfettion of the instrument is its chief claim to supremacy. The artists who sing and ply for itis the other chief claim: No other instrument is so favored with artists who make records solelyfor it. The list of world-renowned musicians, singers, entertainers, etc., cannot be approxinatelyapproached by any other list. The Victor has signed contracts with all the world's best talent, andin this way sets the pace that others cannot follow.
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Then Why Consider Others?
-
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With all these proofs of supremacy, why ponder
the merits of others in making a selection? The
Victor has proven its worth. It is a standard
article which cannot be displaced. It has been
here for years and it is here permanently.
Ask us about yours next.
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